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7          betcha bottom holler    

 
Story is there are lovers who drink only wind. 

I surrender to the luck of the raw. 

 

I mirror the more the poem estranges. 

It’s no longer my face if I know it. 

Isolated meaning is free to radiate. 

 

The sudden blast of fraught felt flight confirms the wobbled center. 

Who can love it with motherlove mouthfirst.  

Not to be dignified with question mark makes manger magic. 

 

You’re watching paint fly. 

Fraction potluck disguises the flying carpet. 

I declare mine unabandoned and non-random.  

 

A thing is itself when it’s all it can be now. 

The full lesson doesn’t fit into the thought of it. 

A thought is more than a sarcophagus. 

 

Poiesis is flesh-eating stone in a stranger register yet. 

It gives being something to do while getting loose. 



Anything done will do in the flesh. 

 

Language is beyond grasping by attraction. 

The present message comes safe thanks to the long arm of the flaw. 

Escape from the burden of its being what you thought takes slackroap syntax. 

 

By attraction language slacks grasping beyond. 

 
 

  



 

13            time out 
 
I have an idea that the idea has me. 

Any time lived is never far. 

 

What you see is happening for real while otherwise. 

So much trouble to be right and then what. 

 

The poem a mystery to itself constitutes an order of fact. 

Every line is a juncture of planes. 

 

Lineage magnifies transmission of thinking. 

Poiesis keeps its secrets safe from poets so they make it up. 

 

Staying on track is continuous permission. 

Seeing life as musical score tells you where you are pacing. 

 

Classic is that this speaking exact place shows time its eternity. 

That I can’t handle time were otherwise poietic failure. 

 

That you can’t read the same line once means its home is zero. 

Otherwise why am I saying this now without knowing why? 

 

Look in the musician’s eyes to see the home that is nowhere truly at home. 

Presence invites presences. 

 

We don’t like the same things, I say to myself, like the same unlike itself. 

When I say they talk through me I’m thinking narrow like an arrow. 

 

The speaking itself is its secret. 



16        scratching the surface inside out  

 
We’re in denial thinking at all. 

Meanwhile successes hiss to show their guile. 

 

Simple grief steals the whole array. 

We go missing in relation. 

 

We’re way too late to get out from under not still asunder. 

Welcome to the painful world of failed sequence ending history. 

 

The music is bringing in more mind room and alien gaps. 

The first note calls all the way across and back past. 

 

We can’t not follow when there’s not no lead. 

It’s no double negative with never enough no’s it says yes. 

 

Going solo is never alone enough. 

Earth torque looks for the one opening to get through to where there’s far. 

 

Poet’s realism is ordering books on your deathbed. 

Transmission has no look to count on. 

 

The bounce up and down’s second to crossing. 

Coming across’s voice over from down under.  

 

Either learn a poet’s language or hear her music to begin within. 

You can laugh over the top to bring a world down to its bottom beat. 

 

No repeats finding new feet, no naming by fault, no missing default, scratched out. 



17        laugh relief at the heart of delete  

I need to throw this paper away 
but it doesn’t exist. 

Gerrit Lansing1 

We gave up knowing right direction when precession hit home. 

It’s wake up rime time when the mirror shames perfection at home. 

 

There is listening many times hearing where it stands in its open. 

It proves the will that finds it haunting to continue. 

 

Yet no two words the same is doctrina to the open. 

And no same two stays true reaching you. 

 

The climb from word to word arrests to defer. 

I owe it to life to keep up differing gap rate. 

 

The pheasant never stops disappearing in the bush. 

Living is such a great thing we’ve learned to do learning dying. 

 

Sense of beauty is thorny. 

We don’t omit to find fit. 

 

Phase in the phrase teases out the fitful feeling. 

Linguality is builder reality scriptured high rise. 

 

Even still scampering for the life of me beats out primordial fear. 

Free me from my preference, even this jarring.  

The poem burns words to raise them over. 

 

                                                             
1 Spoken on his deathbed, recorded by Tamas Panitz, Gloucester, Mass., February 2018. 



27            t(h)reat 

 
Some tunes are too heavy to carry. 

Things are getting happy thinking they mean. 

 

Reading is in the moment. 

All the secrets of the universe are hiding between these words. 

Watch where you go, responsible for all the planes you reach. 

 

I want to know everything the better to know nothing. 

Knowledge is here to caress the life it studies. 

 

Frowning and backing up take more energy and yet they study further. 

Why don’t I want you to want me to know what I’m saying? 

 

Identity is in the basement longing for mountain peaks.  

Stability muddles in the middle.  

This is where it wants to be. 

 

Autonomic writing willing singular just saying. 

Nowhere but between intervenes where once there were screens. 

I do as I’m told of old at once. 

 

Time to make friends with the mean unknown. 

We’re still already ourselves always knowing on the move. 

 

And the phrase passes through showing true according to you. 

The poem is the body teaching me to teach her. 

Does he mean poem, does he mean body, as does she? 

 



31           no wrong notes are 

 

We live end to end so seamless seeming sane holding but hands. 

Music is the way riding the wave impossible before it’s this. 

 

What would a daimon feel like but the self shaping thinking the way on. 

The music may be inaudible holding you in place. 

 

I rub my hands to prove I’m in the body to stay as long as present. 

A line gestures to think itself. 

 

Say this is a chreod of its own evolution still fielding. 

Its line initiates its own possibility of a poetics unbeknownst. 

 

Unnumbered are unknown where they come from or where they go. 

Where unresolvable it’s a primary in continuance full flight. 

 

Primarily a poem is where I only use words I don’t know. 

Happy is able to say it thinking it to be it. 

 

It knocks you off track to land on your feet. 

There’s an inside track off standing up straight. 

 

Who says who hears says hoodoo hoohoo. 

I make the big sounds that scare me most.  

 

Knowing I spaces out paginally loudly. 

Space for unfocus. 

 

My life supply of heartbeats negotiates holes letting crazed wise sayings be.  


